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Abstract
We consider holomorphic differential operators on a compact Riemann surface X whose symbol
is an isomorphism. Such a differential operator of order n on a vector bundle E sends E to K⊗n
X
⊗E,
where KX is the holomorphic cotangent bundle. We classify all those holomorphic vector bundles E
over X that admit such a differential operator. The space of all differential operators whose symbol is
an isomorphism is in bijective correspondence with the collection of pairs consisting of a flat vector
bundle E over X and a holomorphic subbundle of E satisfying a transversality condition with respect
to the connection.
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1. Introduction
We will start by recalling some results of [3], the precursor to the present paper. Let X be
a compact connected Riemann surface. Let BX(1, n) denote the space of all isomorphism
classes of differential operators of degree n, between line bundles, whose symbol is an
isomorphism.
On the other hand, consider the collection of all triples of the form (V ,∇,L), where V is
a holomorphic vector bundle over X of rank n equipped with a holomorphic connection ∇
and L is a line subbundle of E satisfying a transversality condition. The transversality
condition in question says that the filtration
L := L1 ⊂ L2 ⊂ L3 ⊂ · · · ⊂E
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of E constructed using the second fundamental form has the property that each Li is a
subbundle of E of rank i . For any such triple (V ,∇,L), the underlying vector bundle V
must be isomorphic to the jet bundle J n−1(L⊗ (T X)⊗n) [3, p. 5, Theorem 2.9].
Let AX(1, n) denote the space of all isomorphism classes of triples of the above type.
In [3] we constructed a bijective map between the two spaces AX(1, n) and BX(1, n)
[3, p. 17, Theorem 4.9]. In [3], the Cartesian product
P(X)×
(
n⊕
i=3
H 0
(
X,K⊗iX
))
,
where P(X) is the space of all projective structures on X and KX , is the holomorphic
cotangent bundle, was identified with a certain class of holomorphic immersions of the
universal cover of X into CPn−1 that are equivariant with respect to some representation
of the group of deck transformations of the universal cover into GL(n,C) [3, Theorem 5.5].
Here we study the higher rank situation as opposed to the earlier situation of differential
operators between line bundles and transversal line subbundles of flat bundles.
Fix a theta characteristic on X, that is, a holomorphic line bundle L over X with
L⊗2 ∼=KX . Fix an integer n 2.
Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle of rank r over X. Consider holomorphic
differential operators D ∈ H 0(X,DiffnX(E,F )), where F is some holomorphic vector
bundle over X, such that the symbol σ(D) ∈ H 0(X,Hom(E, (TX)⊗n ⊗ F)) is an
isomorphism. We prove that there is such a differential operator if and only if E⊗L⊗(n−1)
admits a holomorphic connection (Theorem 5.1). Let BX(r,n) denote the space of all
equivalence classes of pairs (E,D), with rank(E)= r and σ(D)= IdE .
For any i ∈ [0, n− 1], let Ki ⊂ J n−1(E) denote the subbundle of the (n− 1)th order jet
bundle defined by the kernel of the projection J n−1(E)→ J n−i−1(E). Any differential
operator D in BX(r,n) gives a flat connection ∇D on the jet bundle J n−1(E). This
connection has the property that ∇D(Ki )=KX ⊗Ki+1.
The above connections arising from differential operators led us to define coupled
connections. A coupled connection is a triple of the form (V ,∇,F ), where ∇ is a flat
connection on a holomorphic vector bundle V over X of rank rn and F ⊂ V a subbundle
of rank r with the property that if we inductively define coherent subsheaves {Fi} of V
with F1 = F and ∇(Fi) = KX ⊗ Fi+1, then each Fi , i ∈ [1, n], is a subbundle of V of
rank ri .
We prove that all coupled connections arise from differential operators whose symbol
is an isomorphism (Theorem 4.2). Let AX(r,n) denote the space of all equivalence classes
of coupled connections (V ,∇,F ), with rank(V )= nr and rank(F )= r .
For a vector bundle E over X and any k  3 define:
VE(k) :=H 0
(
X,KX ⊗ End(E)
)⊕H 0(X,K⊗2X ⊗ ad(E))⊕ k⊕
i=3
H 0
(
X,K⊗iX ⊗ End(E)
)
,
and define VE(2) :=H 0(X,KX ⊗ End(E))⊕H 0(X,K⊗2X ⊗ ad(E)).
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Consider all quadruples of the form (E,∇,p, v), where (E,∇) is a flat vector bundle of
rank r , p a projective structure on X and v ∈ VE(n). The space of all isomorphism classes
of such quadruples with rank(E)= r is identified with BX(r,n) (Theorem 6.1).
Let X˜ be a universal cover of X with Γ as the group of all deck transformations.
Let V a complex vector space of dimension nr . A holomorphic map γ from X˜ to the
Grassmannian G(r,V ) is called equivariant if there is a homomorphism ρ of Γ to GL(V )
such that γ commutes with actions of Γ with Γ acting on G(r,V ) through ρ. Such a map
γ will be called nondegenerate if it satisfies a certain transversality condition with respect
to the linear subspaces in G(r,V ). In particular, a nondegenerate map is an immersion. The
details of the definition are given in Section 8. The space of all nondegenerate equivariant
maps of X˜ to G(r,V ) is identified with AX(r,n). Using this it follows that the space of all
nondegenerate equivariant maps is identified with the space of all quadruples (E,∇,p, v)
of the above type (Proposition 8.3).
2. Jet bundles and holomorphic connection
In this section we will first briefly recall the basic definitions and properties of jet
bundles that will be useful here.
Let X be a compact connected Riemann surface or, equivalently, an irreducible smooth
projective curve over C. The complex surface X × X will be denoted by Z. Let ∆ ⊂ Z
be the (reduced) diagonal divisor consisting of points of the form (x, x). Let pi :Z→ X,
i = 1,2, denote the projection to the ith factor of the Cartesian product.
Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle over X. For any integer k  0, the kth order jet
bundle of E, denoted by J k(E), is defined to be the following direct image on X:
J k(E) := p1∗
(
p∗2E
p∗2E ⊗OX×X(−(k + 1)∆)
)
. (2.1)
So J k(E) is a holomorphic vector bundle of rank (k + 1) rank(E) over X.
Let KX denote the holomorphic cotangent bundle of X. Take a point x ∈ X and a
holomorphic function f defined on an open subset containing x with f (x)= 0. Sending
(df )⊗k(x) ∈ (K⊗kX )x to f k/k! we get a homomorphism
fO,k :K⊗kX → J k(OX).
It is easy to see that the above condition uniquely determines the homomorphism fO,k .
Consider the natural inclusion ofOZ(−(k+ 1)∆) in OZ(−k∆). This inclusion induces
an exact sequence of vector bundles:
0 →K⊗kX ⊗E→ J k(E)→ J k−1(E)→ 0. (2.2)
The inclusion map K⊗kX ⊗ E → J k(E) is constructed by using the homomorphism fO,k
defined above. The surjective homomorphism in (2.2) corresponds to the restriction of a
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holomorphic section of E defined on the kth order infinitesimal neighborhood of a point
of X to the (k − 1)th order infinitesimal neighborhood of that point.
A holomorphic section of E over an open subset U of X gives a section of J i(E) over
U for each i  0. This defines a homomorphism from the sheaf defined by E to the sheaf
defined by J i(E). But this is not OX-linear unless i = 0.
From the above definition of a jet bundle it is immediate that any holomorphic
homomorphism E→ F of vector bundles over X induces a homomorphism
J k(E)→ J k(F ) (2.3)
for each k  0, and the corresponding diagram of homomorphisms
J k+1(E) J k+1(F )
J k(E) J k(F )
is commutative, where the vertical homomorphisms are as in (2.2).
For any of integer l  0, there is a natural injective homomorphism of vector bundles
τ :J l+1(E)→ J 1(J l(E)). (2.4)
Indeed, if s is a holomorphic section of E defined over an open subset U that vanishes of
order l + 2 at some point x0 ∈ U , then the section of J l(E) over U defined by s vanishes
of order 2 at x0. This observation immediately implies that we have a homomorphism τ
as in (2.4) which is defined by the condition that for any (locally defined) holomorphic
section s of E, the section of J l+1(E) defined by s is sent by τ to the section of J 1(J l(E))
defined by s.
Since the homomorphism τ will be very useful for us, some of its properties will be
mentioned here. We will describe the image of τ explicitly in the special case where l = 1.
We have two homomorphisms,
h1, h2 :J
1(J 1(E))→ J 1(E),
defined as follows. Since E is a quotient of J 1(E) (as in (2.2)), using (2.3) we have a
homomorphism h1 as above. On the other hand, from (2.2) we have a projection h2 of
J 1(J 1(E)) to J 1(E) (by setting k = 1 and E = J 1(E) in (2.2)). Note that
h1 − h2 :J 1
(
J 1(E)
)→KX ⊗E ⊂ J 1(E),
as the compositions of the projection J 1(E)→ E in (2.2) with h1 and h2 coincide. The
image of τ coincides with the kernel of the homomorphism h1 − h2 in the special case of
l = 1. It should be emphasized that the diagram
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J 1(J l+1(E)) J l+1(E)J 1(J l(E)) J l+1(E)
τ
does not commute (unless E = 0 or l = 0); the two homomorphisms from J 1(J l+1(E))
are defined using (2.2) and (2.3). See [8] for the details.
Let E and F be two holomorphic vector bundles over X. The sheaf of differential
operators of order k from E to F , which is denoted by, DiffkX(E,F ) is defined as:
DiffkX(E,F ) := Hom
(
J k(E),F
)
. (2.5)
Consider the composition:
σ : DiffkX(E,F )= J k(E)∗ ⊗F →
(
K⊗kX ⊗E
)∗ ⊗ F, (2.6)
where the right-hand side homomorphism is obtained from the injective homomorphism
in (2.2), is known as the symbol map. So we have an exact sequence of vector bundles
0 → Diffk−1X (E,F )→ DiffkX(E,F )
σ−→ (K⊗kX ⊗E)∗ ⊗ F → 0 (2.7)
which is obtained from (2.2).
Now we will recall the definition of a holomorphic connection and some of its standard
properties.
For a holomorphic vector bundle E over X, consider the vector bundle Diff1X(E,E).
The exact sequence (2.7) becomes:
0 → Hom(E,E)→ Diff1X(E,E) σ−→ TX⊗Hom(E,E)→ 0,
where TX denotes the holomorphic tangent bundle of X. The subbundle
At(E) := σ−1(T X⊗ IdE)⊂ Diff1X(E,E)
is known as the Atiyah bundle [1]. So (2.7) gives an exact sequence
0 → End(E)→ At(E)→ TX→ 0 (2.8)
which is known as the Atiyah exact sequence.
A holomorphic connection on E is by definition a holomorphic splitting of the Atiyah
exact sequence constructed in (2.8). The curvature of a holomorphic connection is a
section of
∧2
(T X)∗ ⊗ End(E). Since dimX = 1, any holomorphic connection over X
is automatically flat.
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A splitting of the Atiyah exact sequence (2.8) gives a homomorphism from TX to
1DiffX(E,E). From the definition of the sheaf of differential operators given in (2.5) it
follows immediately that
Diff1X(E,E)⊗KX ∼= Diff1X(E,KX ⊗E).
Using this isomorphism, a holomorphic connection on E is a first order differential
operator
∇ ∈H 0(X,Diff1X(E,KX ⊗E)) (2.9)
with the identity automorphism of E as its symbol. It is easy to see that this condition on
symbol of ∇ is equivalent to the Leibnitz identity which says that
∇(f s)= df ⊗ s + f∇s,
where s is any locally defined holomorphic section of E and f is any locally defined
holomorphic function on X.
Let ∇ be a differential operator as in (2.9) whose symbol is the identity automorphism
of E. The condition that σ(∇)= IdE is equivalent to the condition that the homomorphism
∇ :J 1(E)→KX ⊗E
corresponding to the differential operator (defined using (2.5)) gives a splitting of the exact
sequence of vector bundles
0 →KX ⊗E→ J 1(E)→E→ 0
in (2.2). Therefore, a holomorphic connection on E is a homomorphism of vector bundles
∇ :E→ J 1(E) (2.10)
such that the composition
E
∇−→ J 1(E)→E
is the identity map of E (the projection J 1(E)→E is as in (2.2)).
Let ∇ be a holomorphic connection on E. If ∂ is the Dolbeault operator defining the
holomorphic structure of E, then ∇ + ∂ is a flat connection on E compatible with its
holomorphic structure. Conversely, the (1,0)-part of any flat connection on E compatible
with its holomorphic structure defines a holomorphic connection onE. By a flat connection
on a holomorphic vector bundle we will always mean one which is compatible with the
holomorphic structure.
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We will recall another way of defining a holomorphic connection which is due to
A. Grothendieck. Consider the nonreduced divisor 2∆⊂ Z :=X ×X. Restrict the vector
bundle
E E∗ := p∗1E ⊗ p∗2E∗
to 2∆. Note that the vector bundle (E  E∗)|∆ over ∆ has a canonical automorphism
defined by the identity automorphism of E. A holomorphic connection on E is a holomor-
phic section
D′ ∈ Γ (2∆,(E E∗)|2∆) (2.11)
whose restriction to ∆ coincides with the one given by the identity automorphism of E.
If s is a locally defined holomorphic section of E defined over an open subset U ⊂ X,
then the contraction
s′ := 〈D′,p∗2s〉
is a section of p∗1E over 2∆∩ (U×U). Since s′ and p∗1s coincide over ∆ (as the restriction
of D′ to ∆ is the identity automorphism), the difference
s′ − p∗1s ∈H 0(U,KU ⊗E|U),
where KU =KX|U , is the holomorphic cotangent bundle of U .
Sending any (locally defined) holomorphic section s to the section s′ −p∗1s constructed
above we get a homomorphism from the sheaf of sections of E to that of KX ⊗ E. This
homomorphism satisfies the Leibnitz identity. Indeed, this is an immediate consequence
of the condition that the restriction of D′ to ∆ coincides with the identity automorphism
of E. In other words, the section D′ over 2∆ defines a holomorphic connection in the sense
defined earlier. Conversely, a holomorphic connection D in the sense defined earlier gives
a section D′ of EE∗ over 2∆ which is determined by the condition that D(s) coincides
with s′ − p∗1s for every (locally defined) holomorphic section s. See the last paragraph
of Section 5 for another description of this equivalence between the two definitions of a
holomorphic connection.
Let F be a holomorphic subbundle of a vector bundle E equipped with a holomorphic
connection ∇ . The second fundamental form of F for the holomorphic connection ∇ on E
is the composition of homomorphism of sheaves
F ↪→E ∇−→KX ⊗E Id×q−−−→KX ⊗ (E/F),
where the final homomorphism is defined using the natural projection
q :E→ E
F
.
The Leibnitz identity ensures that the second fundamental form
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F →KX ⊗ (E/F)is a homomorphism of OX-modules. Consequently, it defines a vector bundle homomor-
phism
S(F,∇) ∈H 0(X,KX ⊗Hom(F,E/F)). (2.12)
Using a homomorphism from K∗X ⊗ F to E/F as in (2.12), we obtain a holomorphic
subbundle of E containing F . To construct this subbundle, let:
T ⊂ E/F
S(F,∇)(K∗X ⊗F)
be the torsion part of the cokernel of the homomorphism S(F,∇). The inverse image of T
for the quotient map
E/F → E/F
S(F,∇)(K∗X ⊗ F)
is the unique subbundle of E/F of minimal rank containing the image S(F,∇)(K∗X ⊗F).
Denoting this subbundle of E/F by F ′, the inverse image
F2 := q−1(F ′)
is a holomorphic subbundle of E containing F , where q as before denotes the quotient
map. From the construction of F2 it is immediate that F is preserved by ∇ (that is, ∇
induces a holomorphic connection on F ) if and only if F = F2.
Repeating this construction, by replacing F by F2, a filtration
F0 := 0⊂ F1 := F  F2  F3  · · · Fn−1  Fn ⊆E (2.13)
ofE by subbundles is obtained (if F = F2 then n= 1). Here Fi+1 is the subbundle obtained
by substituting Fi for F in the above construction of F2. The subbundle Fn is where this
iterated construction of filtration stabilizes. If Fn is a proper subbundle of E, then we will
define Fn+1 to be E itself. Note that the subbundle Fn is preserved by the connection ∇ .
Consider the filtration in (2.13). Since the differential operator∇ sendsFi toKX⊗Fi+1,
the second fundamental forms for the subbundles in the filtration {Fi} of E give a
homomorphism of vector bundles
Si :Fi/Fi−1 →KX ⊗ (Fi+1/Fi) (2.14)
for each i ∈ [1, n− 1]. So, S1 coincides with S(F,∇) in (2.12). It is easy to see that Si = 0
for all i ∈ [1, n − 1]. More precisely, for each i ∈ [1, n − 1], the homomorphism Si is
generically surjective, that is, the number of points of X where Si fails to be fiberwise
surjective is finite.
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3. Differential operators whose symbol is an isomorphismLet V and W be two holomorphic vector bundles over X. Let
D ∈H 0(X,DiffnX(V,W))
be a differential operator of order n over X. So the symbol of D (defined in (2.6))
σ(D) ∈H 0(X,Hom(K⊗nX ⊗ V,W)),
where KX is the holomorphic cotangent bundle of X.
Assume that the symbol σ(D) is an isomorphism. In particular, the vector bundle W is
holomorphically isomorphic to K⊗nX ⊗ V . Consider the composition
D′ := σ(D)−1 ◦D :V D−→W σ(D)
−1
−−−→K⊗nX ⊗ V
which is a differential operator of order n from V to K⊗nX ⊗ V . It is easy to see that the
symbol of D′ is the identity automorphism of V . This shows that we can replace W by
K⊗nX ⊗ V and assume that the symbol σ(D) is the identity automorphism of V .
Let
D ∈H 0(X,DiffnX(V,K⊗nX ⊗ V )) (3.1)
be a differential operator of order n, where n  1, whose symbol is the identity auto-
morphism of V .
Consider the exact sequence:
0→K⊗nX ⊗ V → J n(V )→ J n−1(V )→ 0, (3.2)
of vector bundles over X constructed in (2.2). The differential operator D gives a splitting
of this exact sequence. To explain this splitting, first note that from the definition of a
differential operator in (2.5) it follows immediately that D is a homomorphism from J n(V )
to K⊗nX ⊗V . Consider the composition of the inclusion of K⊗nX ⊗V in J n(V ) (as in (3.2))
with this homomorphism defined by D. The condition that the symbol of D is the identity
automorphism of V is equivalent to the condition that this composition homomorphism
is the identity automorphism of K⊗nX ⊗ V . Therefore, we have a splitting of the exact
sequence (3.2). The splitting defines a holomorphic homomorphism of vector bundles
FD :J
n−1(V )→ J n(V ) (3.3)
whose composition with the projection in (3.2) is the identity automorphism of J n−1(V ).
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Consider the commutative diagram of vector bundles:0 K⊗nX ⊗ V Jn(V )
τ
J n−1(V ) 0
0 KX ⊗ J n−1(V ) J 1(J n−1(V )) J n−1(V ) 0,
(3.4)
where τ is defined in (2.4) and the horizontal exact sequences are as in (2.2). The
homomorphism of vector bundles
τ ◦FD :J n−1(V )→ J 1
(
J n−1(V )
)
is a splitting of the bottom exact sequence in (3.4), where FD is the homomorphism
obtained in (3.3) from D. Let
ΦD :J
1(J n−1(V ))→KX ⊗ J n−1(V )
be the projection homomorphism obtained from this splitting defined by τ ◦ FD . Since
the projection ΦD is a splitting of the bottom exact sequence in (3.4), the corresponding
differential operator
ΦD ∈H 0
(
X,Diff1X
(
J n−1(V ),KX ⊗ J n−1(V )
))
has the identity automorphism of J n−1(V ) as its symbol. As it was explained in Section 2,
such a differential operator defines a holomorphic connection on J n−1(V ).
Let Φ(D) denote the holomorphic connection on J n−1(V ) defined by the first order
differential operator ΦD constructed above. Consider the filtration of the vector bundle
J n−1(V ),(
K
⊗(n−1)
X ⊗ V ↪→
)
J n−1(V )→ J n−2(V )→ J n−3(V )→ ·· ·→ J 0(V )= V, (3.5)
obtained from (2.2). Note that all the homomorphisms J i+1(V )→ J i(V ) are surjective.
So it is a filtration of J n−1(V ) of length n and the subsequent quotients are isomorphic to
K⊗iX ⊗ V with i ∈ [0, n− 1].
On the other hand, we have the filtration constructed in (2.13) of J n−1(V ), equipped
with the holomorphic connection Φ(D), for the subbundle K⊗(n−1)X ⊗ V ⊂ J n−1(V ) (as
in (2.2)). The following proposition says that this filtration of J n−1(V ) coincides with the
filtration in (3.5). In particular, the filtration in (2.13) obtained by setting E = J n−1(V ),
F = K⊗(n−1)X ⊗ V and ∇ = Φ(D) is independent of the choice of the differential
operator D.
Proposition 3.1. The filtration of J n−1(V ) defined in (3.5) coincides with the one
obtained in (2.13) after setting E = J n−1(V ), F = K⊗(n−1)X ⊗ V and ∇ = Φ(D)
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in (2.13). Furthermore, the homomorphism Si defined in (2.14) coincides with the identity⊗(n−i)
automorphism of KX ⊗ V , where i ∈ [1, n− 1].
Proof. For the purpose of the proof of this proposition we will describe the second
fundamental form defined in (2.12).
As in the set up of (2.12), let E be a holomorphic vector bundle over X equipped with
a holomorphic connection ∇ . Let F be a holomorphic subbundle of E.
In Section 2 we saw that a holomorphic connection on E is a homomorphism
E→ J 1(E) such that the composition in (2.10) is the identity automorphism of E. Let
h :E→ J 1(E)
be the homomorphism for the connection ∇ on E.
Consider the commutative diagram
0
F
ι
J 1(E)
j
E
h
0 KX ⊗ (E/F) J 1(E/F)
q
E/F 0
E/F E/F,
(3.6)
where j is defined using the homomorphism (2.3), ι is the inclusion map, and the horizontal
exact sequence is the one in (2.2); the homomorphism h was defined above.
Consider the homomorphism:
j ◦ h ◦ ι :F → J 1(E/F).
The commutativity of the diagram implies that q ◦ j ◦ h ◦ ι = 0. Consequently, j ◦ h ◦ ι
gives a homomorphism:
S(F ) :F →KX ⊗ (E/F). (3.7)
This homomorphism S(F ) coincides with the second fundamental form S(F,∇) defined
in (2.12).
Take any integer i ∈ [0, n − 1]. Let Ki denote the kernel of the projection
J n−1(V )→ J n−1−i (V ).
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Set E = J n−1(V ), ∇ = Φ(D) and F = Ki in the construction of the second
fundamental form (see (2.12)). First observe that the following diagram of homomorphisms
of vector bundles is commutative
J n(V ) J n−i (V )
J 1(J n−1(V )) J 1(J n−1−i (V )),
(3.8)
where the top horizontal homomorphism is obtained from (2.2) and the bottom horizontal
homomorphism is obtained from the combination of (2.2) and (2.3); the vertical
homomorphisms are as in (2.4).
Using the commutativity of the above diagram (3.8) and the earlier description of
the second fundamental form (given in (3.7)) the following description of the second
fundamental form S(Ki ,Φ(D)) is obtained.
Consider the commutative diagram of vector bundles over X:
0
Ki
ι
J n(V )
p
j
J n−1(V )
0 K⊗(n−i)X ⊗ V Jn−i (V )
q
J n−i−1(V ) 0
J n−i−1(V ) J n−i−1(V ),
(3.9)
where ι is the inclusion map and the horizontal exact sequence is the one in (2.2).
We noted that the differential operator D in (3.1) gives a splitting of the exact
sequence (3.2) which is defined by the homomorphism FD in (3.3).
Just as in the construction of the homomorphism S(F ) in (3.7), the composition
j ◦ FD ◦ ι gives a homomorphism
S
(Ki ,Φ(D)) :Ki →K⊗(n−i)X ⊗ V (3.10)
of vector bundles, as q ◦ j ◦ FD ◦ ι= 0. This homomorphism S(Ki ,Φ(D)) is the second
fundamental form of the subbundleKi for the connection Φ(D). Indeed, this follows from
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the construction of the second fundamental form given in (3.7) and the commutativity of
the diagram (3.8).
On the other hand, we have a commutative diagram
0 Ki
f
J n−1(V ) J n−i−1(V ) 0
0 K⊗(n−i)X ⊗ V Jn−i (V ) J n−i−1(V ) 0
(3.11)
of homomorphisms of vector bundles, where the bottom exact sequence is obtained
from (2.2) (the top exact sequence is obtained from the definition of Ki ), and the vertical
homomorphism in the middle is also obtained from (2.2).
It is straight-forward to check that the above homomorphism f (defined by the
commutativity of the diagram in (3.11)) coincides with the homomorphism S(Ki ,Φ(D))
constructed in (3.10).
The above homomorphism f has the property that it vanishes on the subbundle
Ki−1 ⊂Ki .
Furthermore, the induced homomorphism
Ki
Ki−1 =K
⊗(n−i)
X ⊗ V
f−→K⊗(n−i)X ⊗ V
(induced by f ) is the identity automorphism of K⊗(n−i)X ⊗ V . Since the second
fundamental form of the subbundle Ki for the connection Φ(D) coincides with the
homomorphism f , the proof of the proposition is complete. ✷
From Proposition 3.1 it follows that the differential operators whose symbol is an
isomorphism produce connections of a very specific type. In the next section we will study
the space of all connections of this special type.
4. Coupled connections
As in Section 2, let E be a holomorphic vector bundle over the Riemann surface X.
Consider a pair of the form (F,∇), where ∇ is a holomorphic connection on E and F is a
holomorphic subbundle of E.
Definition 4.1. The pair (F,∇) is called a coupled connection if the corresponding
filtration in (2.13) has the property that Fn = E (that is, the filtration does not stabilize
to a proper subbundle of E), and the homomorphism Si in (2.14) is an isomorphism for all
i ∈ [1, n− 1].
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If D is a differential operator as in (3.1) with the identity automorphism of V as
⊗(n−1)its symbol, then Proposition 3.1 says that the pair (KX ⊗ V,Φ(D)) is a coupled
connection. We will show in this section that all coupled connections arise from differential
operators.
Let (F,∇) (as in Definition 4.1) be a coupled connection on E. Consider the
corresponding filtration, constructed in (2.13), of the vector bundle E for the coupled
connection (F,∇). Set
Q := E
Fn−1
(4.1)
to be the final quotient in (2.13) (since (F,∇) is a coupled connection, Fn−1 is a proper
subbundle of E). Let q denote the projection of E to Q.
We will now construct a homomorphism of vector bundles
ψi :E→ J i(Q) (4.2)
for each i  0.
Take a point x ∈ X and a vector v ∈ Ex in the fiber of E over x . Let sv denote the
(unique) holomorphic section of E defined over a contractible open neighborhood of x
satisfying the following two conditions:
(1) sv(x)= v,
(2) the section sv is flat with respect to the connection ∇ on E.
So q(sv) is a holomorphic section of Q defined around x , where q , defined above, is the
projection. Now restricting q(sv) to the ith order infinitesimal neighborhood of x we get
an element ψi(v) ∈ J i(Q)x in the fiber of J i(Q) over x . The homomorphism ψi in (4.2)
is defined by sending any v to the corresponding element ψi(v) constructed above.
As in the proof of Proposition 3.1, for any i ∈ [0, n− 1], let Ki denote the kernel of
the projection J n−1(Q)→ J n−1−i (Q) defined using (2.2). Note that Ki is a subbundle of
Ki+1 and
Ki+1
Ki
∼=K⊗(n−i−1)X ⊗Q (4.3)
which is obtained using (2.2). More precisely, the isomorphism is induced by the
homomorphism f in (3.11).
Theorem 4.2. The homomorphism
ψn−1 :E→ J n−1(Q)
is an isomorphism. Furthermore,
ψn−1(Fi)=Ki
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for each i ∈ [1, n− 1], where Fi are as in (2.13). In other words, there is an isomorphism
of vector bundles
ψi :
E
Fi
→ J n−1−i (Q)
such that the following diagram is commutative
E
ψn−1
J n−1(Q)
E/Fi
ψi
J n−1−i (Q),
where J n−1(Q)→ J n−1−i (Q) is the projection obtained from (2.2).
Using the isomorphism
Fi
Fi−1
∼= KiKi−1
∼=K⊗(n−i)X ⊗Q
(the second isomorphism is in (4.3)) for all i ∈ [1, n − 1], the isomorphism Si in (2.14)
coincides with the identity automorphism of K⊗(n−i)X ⊗Q.
Proof. From the definition of a coupled connection it follows immediately that
rank(E)
n
= rank(Q)= rank(J
n−1(Q))
n
.
Take any point x ∈X and v ∈ E \ {0} a nonzero vector in the fiber of E over x . To prove
that ψn−1 is an isomorphism it suffices to show that ψn−1(v) = 0.
For any vector bundle W over X, by (W)x (also by Wx ) we will denote the fiber of W
at x . We will prove the following assertion:
If ψi(v)= 0 for some i ∈ [0, n− 1], then
v ∈ (Fn−i−1)x ⊂Ex,
where Fn−i−1 is the subbundle ofE in (2.13) and the homomorphismψi is defined in (4.2).
Note that as F0 = 0, setting i = n − 1 in the above assertion we conclude that if
ψn−1(v) = 0 then v = 0. Also, note that if ψi(v) = 0, then ψj (v) = 0 for all j with
0 j  i .
To prove the above assertion by induction on i , first assume that ψ0(v) = 0. The
condition that ψ0(v) = 0 is clearly equivalent to the condition that the image of v under
the quotient projection Ex →Qx vanishes. Therefore, we have v ∈ (Fn−1)x ⊂ Ex , where
(Fn−1)x , as before, denotes the fiber of the vector bundle Fn−1 at x . In other words, the
above assertion is valid for i = 0.
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Now assume that ψj (v)= 0 for j = 0,1. We already saw that v ∈ (Fn−1)x . Letv1 ∈ (Fn−1)x
(Fn−2)x
be the image of v by the natural projection (Fn−1)x → (Fn−1)x/(Fn−2)x . The condition
that ψ1(v)= 0 implies that the image
Sn−1(v1) ∈
(
KX ⊗ (Fn/Fn−1)
)
x
vanishes, where the homomorphism Sn−1 is the one defined in (2.14). Indeed, this is a
straight-forward consequence of the definition of the second fundamental form. But Sn−1
is an isomorphism (a condition for a coupled connection in Definition 4.1). Consequently,
we have v1 = 0. This implies that
v ∈ (Fn−2)x ⊂Ex.
In other words, the above assertion is valid for i = 1.
Finally, assume that there is a nonnegative integer k  n− 2 such that
(1) the assertion is proved for all i with i  k; and
(2) for the given vector v ∈Ex we have ψj (v)= 0 for all j with 0 j  k + 1.
Since ψj (v)= 0 for all j with 0 j  k and the assertion is proved for all i with i  k,
we have:
v ∈ (Fn−k−1)x ⊂Ex.
Let
vk ∈ (Fn−k−1)x
(Fn−k−2)x
be the image of v by the natural projection (Fn−k−1)x → (Fn−k−1)x/(Fn−k−2)x .
The condition that ψk+1(v)= 0 implies that the image
Sn−k−1(vk) ∈
(
KX ⊗ (Fn−k/Fn−k−1)
)
x
vanishes, where the homomorphism Sn−k−1 is the one defined in (2.14). This again is a
straight-forward consequence of the fact that Sn−k−1 is the second fundamental form of
the subbundle Fn−k−1 for the connection ∇ . We recall from the definition of a coupled
connection that the homomorphism Sn−k−1 is in fact an isomorphism. Consequently, we
have vk = 0. This implies that
v ∈ (Fn−k−2)x ⊂Ex.
In other words, the above assertion is valid for i = k + 1.
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So, by induction, the above assertion is established. We already noted that setting
i = n − 1, the assertion implies that the homomorphism ψn−1 defined in (4.2) is an
isomorphism.
Since rank(Fi)= rank(Q)i = rank(Ki ), to prove that
ψn−1(Fi)=Ki
for any i ∈ [0, n − 1] it suffices to show that ψn−1(Fi) ⊆ Ki , that is, the image of
the subbundle ψn−1(Fi) ⊆ J n−1(Q) by the natural projection J n−1(Q) → J n−1−i (Q)
(defined by (2.2)) vanishes.
To prove the inclusion ψn−1(Fi) ⊆ Ki by induction, first consider i = n − 1. Since
J 0(Q) = Q and Fn−1 is the kernel of the projection of E to its quotient Q, it follows
immediately that ψn−1(Fn−1)⊆Kn−1.
Now take any point x ∈ X and any vector v ∈ (Fn−2)x ⊂ Ex . As in (2.12),
let S(Fn−2,∇) denote the second fundamental form of the subbundle Fn−2 for the
connection ∇ . From the definition of a coupled connection it follows immediately that
the image
S(Fn−2,∇)(Fn−2)⊆ E
Fn−2
projects to zero in Q := E/Fn−2. Indeed, S(Fn−2,∇)(Fn−2) is contained in Fn−1.
From the relationship between the second fundamental form and the first order jets
(the relationship described in the proof of Proposition 3.1) we conclude that since
S(Fn−2,∇)(Fn−2) projects to zero in Q, the image of Fn−2 in J 1(Q) vanishes. In other
words, the inclusion
ψn−1(Fn−2)⊆Kn−2
is valid.
Let k ∈ [1, n− 1]. Assume that ψn−1(Fi)⊆Ki for all i ∈ [k,n− 1]. To prove that
ψn−1(Fk−1)⊆Kk−1
first note that S(Fk−1,∇)(Fk−1) ⊆ Fk , where S(Fk−1,∇), as in (2.12), is the second
fundamental form of the subbundle Fk−1 for the connection ∇ . By the above assumption
we have ψn−1(Fk) ⊆ Kk . These two inputs combine together to imply that ψn−1(Fk−1)
projects to zero by the quotient homomorphism J n−1(Q)→ J n−k(Q).
This completes the proof of the assertion that
ψn−1(Fi)=Ki
for any i ∈ [0, n− 1].
Take a point x ∈ X and a vector v ∈ (Fi)x in the fiber of Fi over x . As before, let
sv denote the (unique) flat section of E (for the connection ∇) defined around x with
sv(x)= v. Since ψn−1(Fi)⊆Ki , the (locally defined) section q(sv) of Q vanishes of order
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n− i at x , where q , as before, is the projection of E to its quotientQ. The element in (Ki )x
defined by q(sv) coincides (by definition) with ψn−1(v).
To construct Si(v), where Si is defined in (2.14), take a holomorphic section tv of Fi
defined around x with tv(x)= v. The element in (KX ⊗ (Fi+1/Fi))x defined by sv − tv
coincides (by definition) with Si(v). Note that q(tv) = 0. Therefore, q(sv − tv) = q(sv).
This implies that the automorphism of K⊗(n−i)X ⊗Q defined by Si and the isomorphism
Ki
Ki−1
∼=K⊗(n−i)X ⊗Q
in (4.3) actually coincides with the identity map of K⊗(n−i)X ⊗Q. This completes the proof
of the theorem. ✷
Consider the homomorphism of vector bundles
ψn ◦ψ−1n−1 :J n−1(Q)→ J n(Q) (4.4)
for the coupled connection (F,∇) on the vector bundle E. It is easy to see that this
homomorphism ψn ◦ψ−1n−1 gives a splitting of the exact sequence of vector bundles
0 →K⊗nX ⊗Q→ J n(Q)→ J n−1(Q)→ 0 (4.5)
constructed in (2.2). To prove that this is a splitting, take any point x ∈ X and any vector
v ∈ Ex . As before, let sv denote the flat section of E defined on an open neighborhood
of x with sv(x) = v. Now, ψn−1(v) (respectively, ψn(v)) coincides (by definition) with
the restriction of q(sv) to the (n − 1)th order (respectively, nth order) infinitesimal
neighborhood of x , where q is the projection of E to Q. This immediately implies that
the restriction of ψn ◦ ψ−1n−1(ψn−1(v)) to the (n − 1)th order infinitesimal neighborhood
of x coincides with ψn−1(v). In other words, the homomorphism ψn ◦ψ−1n−1 is a splitting
of the exact sequence (4.5).
This splitting ψn ◦ψ−1n−1 gives a homomorphism of vector bundles
H∇ ∈H 0
(
X,Hom
(
J n(Q),K⊗nX ⊗Q
))
.
Such a homomorphism H∇ defines a global differential operator
D∇ ∈H 0
(
X,DiffnX
(
Q,K⊗nX ⊗Q
)) (4.6)
(see the definition (2.5)). Since the homomorphism H∇ is obtained from a splitting
of the exact sequence (4.5), the symbol of the differential operator D∇ is the identity
automorphism of Q. Indeed, this follows immediately from the definition of symbol given
in (2.6).
In Proposition 3.1 we constructed a coupled connection from a differential operator
whose symbol is the identity map, and now we have constructed such a differential
operator, namely D∇ , starting with a coupled connection (F,∇). We will show that these
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two constructions are inverses of each other. For this we first need to define when two
differential operators or two connections are isomorphic.
Let V1 and V2 be two holomorphic vector bundles over X and
Di ∈H 0
(
X,DiffnX
(
Vi,K
⊗n
X ⊗ Vi
))
,
i = 1,2, two differential operators on X with symbol σ(Di)= IdVi .
Definition 4.3. We will call D1 to be equivalent to D2 if there is a holomorphic
isomorphism
T :V1 → V2
such that D2 ◦ T = (T ⊗ IdK⊗nX ) ◦ D1 as differential operators (of order n) from V1 to
K⊗nX ⊗ V2.
Let E1 and E2 be two holomorphic vector bundles over X. Let (F1,∇1) and (F2,∇2)
be two coupled connections on E1 and E2, respectively.
Definition 4.4. The coupled connection (F1,∇1) will be called equivalent to (F2,∇2) if
there is a holomorphic isomorphism
A :E1 →E2
such that A(F1) = F2 and ∇2 ◦ A = (A ⊗ IdKX) ◦ ∇1 as differential operators (of order
one) from E1 to KX ⊗E2 (see (2.9)).
If the two differential operators D1 and D2 are equivalent, then the corresponding
coupled connections (constructed in Proposition 3.1) are clearly equivalent. Conversely,
if (F1,∇1) and (F2,∇2) are equivalent coupled connections on two vector bundles E1 and
E2, respectively, then the corresponding differential operators (constructed above using
Theorem 4.2) are equivalent.
Proposition 4.5. Let D (respectively, (F,∇)) be a differential operator (respectively, cou-
pled connection) as in Proposition 3.1 (respectively, Theorem 4.2). Let (F 1,∇1) (respec-
tively, D1) denote the coupled connection (respectively, differential operator) constructed
from D (respectively, (F,∇)). Let D2 (respectively, (F 2,∇2)) be the differential operator
(respectively, coupled connection) constructed from (F 1,∇1) (respectively, D1). Then D
coincides with D2 and the coupled connection (F,∇) is equivalent to (F 2,∇2).
Proof. That D2 coincides with D is a straight-forward consequence of the constructions in
Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 4.2. To explain this, let J n−1(V ) denote the locally constant
complex sheaf on X defined by the (locally defined) flat sections for the connection ∇1 on
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J n−1(V ), where V is the vector bundle over which the differential operator D is defined.
The composition homomorphism
ψn ◦ψ−1n−1 :J n−1(V )→ J n(V ),
where ψi :J n−1(V ) → J i(V ) is defined as in (4.2), coincides with the homomorphism
obtained from the splitting of the exact sequence (3.2) defined by the differential
operator D. This implies that the two differential operators
D,D2 ∈H 0(X,DiffnX(V,K⊗nX ⊗ V ))
coincide.
As in the statement of the proposition, let (F,∇) be a coupled connection on a vector
bundle E over X. Let Q denote the final quotient of E in the filtration (2.13). So,
F ∼=K⊗(n−1)X ⊗Q. We have:
D1 ∈H 0(X,DiffnX(Q,K⊗nX ⊗Q))
and the coupled connection (F 2,∇2) is on the vector bundle J n−1(Q).
Consider the isomorphism ψn−1 in Theorem 4.2. This isomorphism clearly takes the
subbundle F of E to the subbundle F 2 of J n−1(Q). This follows from the assertion
in Theorem 4.2 that ψn−1(F1) = K1. More generally, the filtration (2.13) corresponding
to the subbundle F for the connection ∇ is taken to the filtration (2.13) corresponding
to the subbundle F 2 for the connection ∇2. Indeed, both these filtrations coincide
with the filtration in (3.5) (for Q = V ). Using the description of the homomorphism
Si in Theorem 4.2 it follows that the isomorphism ψn−1 takes the connection ∇
to ∇2. Therefore, the two coupled connections (F,∇) and (F 2,∇2) are equivalent. This
completes the proof of the proposition. ✷
In the rest of this section we will construct examples of coupled connections.
A holomorphic vector bundle V over a compact connected Riemann surface X is called
stable if for every proper holomorphic subbundle W  V of positive rank, the inequality
degree(W)
rank(W)
<
degree(V )
rank(V )
is valid [6,9].
If genus(X) > 1, then the isomorphism classes of stable vector bundles of rank n
and degree d over X are parametrized by a complex quasiprojective algebraic variety
MX(n, d) of dimension n2(genus(X) − 1)+ 1. The moduli space MX(n, d) is smooth
and irreducible (see [9]).
Lemma 4.6. Let X be a compact connected Riemann surface of genus at least two and V
a stable vector bundle over X of rank r and degree (1 − genus(X))(n− 1)r , with n 1.
Then the jet bundle J n−1(V ) admits a holomorphic connection.
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For any holomorphic connection∇ on J n−1(V ), the pair (K⊗(n−1)X ⊗V,∇) is a coupled⊗(n−1)
connection on J n−1(V ), where KX ⊗ V ⊂ J n−1(V ) is the subbundle obtained
from (2.2) by setting k = n − 1 and E = V in (2.2). The filtration of J n−1(V ) in (2.13)
corresponding to the subbundle (K⊗(n−1)X ⊗V ) for the connection∇ on J n−1(V ) coincides
with the filtration constructed in (3.5).
Proof. We will use the following properties of stable vector bundles:
(1) If E is a stable vector bundle and L is a holomorphic line bundle, then E ⊗ L is also
stable.
(2) Any stable vector bundle E is simple, that is, H 0(X,End(E))=C.
(3) If E and F are stable vector bundles and
degree(E)
rank(E)
>
degree(F )
rank(F )
,
then H 0(X,Hom(E,F ))= 0.
See [9,6] for these properties of stable vector bundles.
Fix a holomorphic line bundle L over X with L⊗2 ∼=KX . In other words, L is a theta
characteristic on X. Set
V0 := V ⊗L⊗(n−1).
So we have degree(V0)= 0. Using the first of the above three properties of stable vector
bundles we know that V0 is stable.
A holomorphic vector bundleE is called indecomposable if E ∼=E′ ⊕E′′ for any pair of
holomorphic vector bundles E′ and E′′ of positive rank. An indecomposable vector bundle
over X of degree zero admits a holomorphic connection [1, p. 203, Proposition 19], [10].
The second one of the above three properties of stable vector bundles implies that V0
is indecomposable. Consequently, V0 admits a flat connection. (In fact it is known that V0
admits a unitary flat connection; but we do not need it here.)
If E and W are two holomorphic vector bundles over X, and E admits a flat connection,
then
J i(E ⊗W)∼=E ⊗ J i(W) (4.7)
for any i  0. (Recall from Section 2 that by a flat connection we mean a flat holomorphic
connection.) To construct an isomorphism as in (4.7), fix a flat connection ∇E on E. For
any contractible open subset U ⊂X, any holomorphic section s of E⊗W over U must be
of the form
s =
m∑
j=1
ej ⊗wj ,
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where {ej }mj=1 is a basis of flat sections (with respect to the connection ∇E ) of E over U
m(so m= rank(E)) and wj are holomorphic sections of W over U . Once the basis {ej }j=1
is fixed, the sections wj are uniquely determined. Consider the homomorphism
γU :J
i(E ⊗W)|U →
(
E ⊗ J i(W))∣∣
U
defined as follows: if s′ is the section of J i(E⊗W)|U defined by a section s of (E⊗W)|U ,
then
γU(s
′)=
m∑
j=1
ej ⊗w′j ,
where w′j is the section of J i(W)|U defined by the section wj of W . It is easy to see that
this defines a homomorphism γU of the above type. It is also straight-forward to check that
this homomorphism γU does not depend on the choice of the basis {ej }mj=1 of flat sections
of E overU . Therefore, the locally defined homomorphisms γU patch together compatibly
to give an isomorphism as in (4.7) over X.
Since the vector bundle V0 defined above admits a holomorphic connection, using the
isomorphism (4.7) we have:
J n−1(V )∼= V0 ⊗ J n−1
((L⊗(n−1))∗).
Now, since V0 admits a holomorphic connection, to show that J n−1(V ) admits a
holomorphic connection it suffices to prove that J n−1((L⊗(n−1))∗) admits a holomorphic
connection.
It is known that J n−1((L⊗(n−1))∗) admits a holomorphic connection [2, p. 10,
Theorem 3.7]. Therefore, J n−1(V ) admits a holomorphic connection.
Now we will show that any holomorphic connection on J n−1(V ) gives a coupled
connection.
We claim that there are no nonzero holomorphic homomorphisms from Ki to KX ⊗
J n−2−i (V ) for any i ∈ [1, n − 2], where Ki as before is the kernel of the projection
J n−1(V )→ J n−1−i (V ).
Note that this assertion is valid for i = 0, n− 1, as K0 = 0 and KX ⊗ J n−2−i (V )= 0
for i = n− 1.
To prove this assertion, first note that Ki (respectively, KX ⊗ J n−2−i (V )) is filtered
by subbundles with the subsequent quotients being K⊗kX ⊗ V , where j ∈ [n − i, n − 1]
(respectively, j ∈ [0, n − i − 1]). This filtrations are obtained from the filtration (3.5).
Since V is a stable vector bundle and
degree
(
K⊗αX ⊗ V
)
> degree
(
K
⊗β
X ⊗ V
)
if α > β , from the first and the third of the three properties of stable vector bundles stated
at the beginning of the proof it follows immediately (using the two filtrations) that
H 0
(
X,Hom
(Ki ,KX ⊗ J n−2−i (V )))= 0 (4.8)
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for any i ∈ [1, n− 2]. This establishes the above assertion.
n−1Let ∇ be any holomorphic connection on J (V ). Consider the second fundamental
form S(Ki ,∇) defined in (2.12). From (4.8) it follows immediately that
image
(
S(Ki ,∇)
)⊂K⊗(n−i)X ⊗ V ↪→KX ⊗ J n−1−i (V ).
(The inclusion homomorphism is obtained from (2.2).) Furthermore, replacing i by i − 1
in (4.8) we get that the composition homomorphism
Ki−1 ↪→Ki S(Ki ,∇)−−−→K⊗(n−i)X ⊗ V
vanishes. These two observations together imply that the filtration constructed in (2.13)
corresponding to the subbundle K1 ⊂ J n−1(V ) for the connection ∇ is finer than the
filtration of J n−1(V ) defined by the subbundles {Kk}n−1k=1. Consequently, the second
fundamental form S(Ki ,∇) is induced by an homomorphism
Ki
Ki−1
∼=K⊗(n−i)X ⊗ V →KX ⊗
Ki+1
Ki
∼=K⊗(n−i)X ⊗ V, (4.9)
where the isomorphisms are obtained from (4.3).
Note that
deg(Kk) = k
(
1− genus(X))(n− 1)r + 2r n−1∑
i=n−k
(
genus(X)− 1)i
= rk(genus(X)− 1)(n− k) = 0
for any k ∈ [1, n− 1]. So Kk does not admit a holomorphic connection. Consequently, we
have S(Kk,∇) = 0. In other words, the homomorphism in (4.9) is not identically zero.
On the other hand, since K⊗(n−i)X ⊗ V is a stable vector bundle, any nonzero
endomorphism of it must be an isomorphism (the second of the three properties of stable
vector bundles stated at the beginning of this proof). Therefore, the filtration constructed
in (2.13) corresponding to the subbundleK1 ⊂ J n−1(V ) for the connection ∇ on J n−1(V )
coincides with the filtration of J n−1(V ) defined by the subbundles {Kk}n−1k=1. Since the
homomorphism Si constructed in (2.14) coincides with the homomorphism in (4.9) and
this homomorphism in (4.9) is an isomorphism, we conclude that (K1,∇) is a coupled
connection. This completes the proof of the lemma. ✷
The converse of Lemma 4.6 is not valid. In other words, there are holomorphic vector
bundles Q over X that are not stable (or even semistable) but J n−1(Q) admit coupled
connections. In the next section we will characterize all vector bundlesQ with the property
that J n−1(Q) admits a coupled connection. Note that Theorem 4.2 implies that if E admits
a coupled connection, then E is isomorphic to J n−1(Q) for some vector bundle Q.
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5. More examples of coupled connectionsWe will first recall an alternative description of differential operators which will be
useful in deciding when there is a differential operator
D ∈H 0(X,DiffnX(Q,K⊗nX ⊗Q))
with σ(D)= IdQ, where Q is any given holomorphic vector bundle over X.
As in Section 2, let ∆ ⊂ Z := X × X be the diagonal divisor and pi , i = 1,2, the
projection of Z to the ith factor. Since ∆ is an effective divisor, for any holomorphic
vector bundle V over Z and any integer i  1 the coherent sheaf defined by the sections
of V is a subsheaf of the coherent sheaf defined by the sections of V ⊗OZ(i∆). Consider
the quotient (coherent) sheaf
F(n) := p
∗
2KX ⊗OZ((n+ 1)∆)
p∗2KX
over Z. Note that F(n) is supported over the nonreduced divisor (n + 1)∆, and it is
identified with the restriction of the line bundle p∗2KX ⊗OZ((n+ 1)∆) to (n+ 1)∆.
Let U ⊂ X be an open subset and z :U → C a holomorphic coordinate function on it.
We have a homomorphism of sheaves
γU(n) :F(n)|p−11 (U) →OU
which is defined as follows: for any section
s = f (z1, z2)
(z2 − z1)n+1 dz2 ∈ Γ
(
U ×U ;F(n))
over U ×U , where (z1, z2) is the coordinate function on U ×U defined by:
(z1, z2)(u1, u2)=
(
z1(u1), z2(u2)
) ∈C2;
set:
γU (n)(s)(x) := 1
n!
∂nf
∂zn2
(x, x)
for any x ∈ U . It is straight-forward to check that this homomorphism γU (n) does not
depend on the choice of the coordinate function z onU . Consequently, these locally defined
homomorphisms γU(n) patch together compatibly to define a homomorphism
γ (n) :F(n)→OX
of sheaves.
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Let E and F be two holomorphic vector bundles over X. Define the coherent sheaf:F(E,F ;n) := p
∗
1F ⊗ p∗2(KX ⊗E∗)⊗OZ((n+ 1)∆)
p∗1F ⊗ p∗2(KX ⊗E∗)
over Z which is again supported over (n+ 1)∆, and it is identified with the restriction of
the vector bundle p∗1F ⊗ p∗2(KX ⊗E∗)⊗OZ((n+ 1)∆) to (n+ 1)∆.
There is a natural isomorphism
K :H 0((n+ 1)∆,F(E,F ;n))→H 0(X,DiffnX(E,F )). (5.1)
To construct the isomorphism in (5.1), take any κ ∈ H 0((n + 1)∆,F(E,F ;n)), and let
u be a holomorphic section of E defined over an open subset U of X. So the contraction
〈κ,p∗2u〉 is a section of p∗1F ⊗ F(n) over p−11 (U) (the contraction is the natural pairing
of E with E∗). Therefore, using the projection formula for p1∗p∗1F we have:
γ (n)
(〈
κ,p∗2u
〉) ∈ Γ (U ;F),
where the homomorphism γ (n) is defined above. Finally, define the homomorphism K
in (5.1) as
K(κ)(u)= γ (n)(〈κ,p∗2u〉).
The homomorphismK constructed this way is clearly an isomorphism.
The above construction actually gives a homomorphism of vector bundles over X
p1∗F(E,F ;n)→ DiffnX(E,F )
from the direct image. Since this homomorphism of vector bundles is fiberwise injective
and the rank of the two vector bundles coincide, it must be an isomorphism. Since
H 0
(
(n+ 1)∆,F(E,F ;n))∼=H 0(X,p1∗F(E,F ;n))
we get an identification H 0((n + 1)∆,F(E,F ;n)) ∼= H 0(X,DiffnX(E,F )) which coin-
cides with the homomorphismK.
The Poincaré adjunction formula says that the restriction of the line bundle OZ(∆) to
the divisor ∆ coincides with
N∆ ∼= T∆∼=
(
p∗i T X
)∣∣∆,
where N∆ is the normal bundle to ∆ and T∆ is the (holomorphic) tangent bundle of ∆.
Now, consider the natural projection:
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F(E,F ;n) := p
∗
1F ⊗ p∗2(KX ⊗E∗)⊗OZ((n+ 1)∆)
p∗F ⊗ p∗(K ⊗E∗)1 2 X
→ p
∗
1F ⊗ p∗2(KX ⊗E∗)⊗OZ((n+ 1)∆)
p∗1F ⊗ p∗2(KX ⊗E∗)⊗OZ(n∆)
∼= Hom(E,F )⊗ (T X)⊗n,
where the vector bundle Hom(E,F )⊗(T X)⊗n overX is considered as the sheaf supported
over the reduced diagonal ∆ using the natural identification of X with ∆ defined by
x → (x, x); the isomorphism of the quotient with Hom(E,F )⊗ (T X)⊗n is defined using
the above identification OZ(∆)|∆ ∼= TX. Note that this projection simply restricts the
sheaf F(E,F ;n) to the subscheme ∆ ↪→ (n + 1)∆. Combining this projection with the
homomorphismK in (5.1) we get a homomorphism
H 0
(
X,DiffnX(E,F )
)→H 0(X,Hom(E,F )⊗ (T X)⊗n)
which coincides with the symbol homomorphism σ defined in (2.6).
Fix a theta characteristic L over X, that is, L⊗2 ∼=KX . Let Q be a holomorphic vector
bundle of rank r over X.
Theorem 5.1. There is a differential operator
D ∈H 0(X,DiffnX(Q,K⊗nX ⊗Q))
with σ(D) = IdQ if and only if the vector bundle Q ⊗ L⊗(n−1) admits a holomorphic
connection.
Proof. Let D be a differential operator over X of the above type whose symbol is the
identity automorphism of Q. Using the isomorphism K in (5.1) the operator D gives a
section
κ ∈H 0((n+ 1)∆,F(Q,K⊗nX ⊗Q;n)).
The condition σ(D)= IdQ is equivalent to the condition that the restriction of the section
κ to ∆ ↪→ (n+ 1)∆ is the identity automorphism of Q.
Set
Q0 :=Q⊗L⊗(n−1).
Note that
p∗1
(
K⊗nX ⊗Q
)⊗ p∗2(KX ⊗Q∗)⊗OZ((n+ 1)∆)
∼= p∗1Q0 ⊗ p∗2Q∗0 ⊗
(
p∗1L⊗(n+1) ⊗ p∗2L⊗(n+1) ⊗OZ
(
(n+ 1)∆))
as L⊗2 ∼=KX . Now, the restriction of the line bundle
L1 := p∗1L⊗(n+1) ⊗ p∗2L⊗(n+1) ⊗OZ
(
(n+ 1)∆) (5.2)
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to the nonreduced divisor 2∆ has a natural trivialization [4, p. 688, Theorem 2.2] (see [4,
∗p. 689] for a construction of this trivialization). Let s denote the trivialization of L1 over
2∆ obtained from this trivialization of L1.
Consider the restriction of κ to 2∆ ↪→ (n+ 1)∆. So the contraction
κ |2∆⊗ s ∈H 0
(
2∆,p∗1Q0 ⊗ p∗2Q∗0
)
with its restriction to ∆ being the identity automorphism of Q0 (follows from the condition
that σ(D)= IdQ).
In (2.11) of Section 2 we saw that such a section of p∗1Q0 ⊗ p∗2Q∗0 over 2∆ gives a
holomorphic connection on Q0. Therefore, existence of a differential operator D as in
the statement of the theorem implies that the vector bundle Q0 admits a holomorphic
connection.
To prove the converse, let Q be a vector bundle over X that has the property that
Q0 :=Q⊗L⊗(n−1)
admits a holomorphic connection. Fix a holomorphic connection ∇ on Q0.
The connection ∇ gives an isomorphism of p∗1Q0 with p∗2Q0 over an analytically open
neighborhood of ∆ in Z. To explain this trivialization, let U ⊂ X be a contractible open
subset. Using the connection ∇ , the restriction of Q0 to U is canonically trivialized in
the sense that given any pair of points x, y ∈ U , the fiber Ex is identified with Ey . This
identification is done using parallel transport. Since U is contractible and ∇ is flat, the
isomorphism is independent of the choice of path in U used for parallel transport.
This trivialization of Q0|U clearly gives a isomorphism of (p∗1Q0)|U×U with
(p∗2Q0)|U×U that restricts to the identity automorphism on ∆. Let FU denote this iso-
morphism. If V ⊂U is a contractible open subset, then the corresponding homomorphism
FV over V ×V clearly coincides with the restriction of FU to V ×V . From this it follows
that we have an isomorphism of p∗1Q0 with p∗2Q0 over the open subset of Z obtained by
taking the union of all open subsets of the form U × U with U contractible. This union
contains the diagonal ∆. The restriction of this isomorphism of p∗1Q0 with p∗2Q0 to 2∆
coincides with one given by the section of p∗1Q0 ⊗ p∗2Q∗0 over 2∆ corresponding to the
connection ∇ . (In Section 2 we saw that the space of all holomorphic connections on Q0
are in bijective correspondence with the space of all sections of p∗1Q0 ⊗ p∗2Q∗0 over 2∆
that restrict to the identity automorphism over ∆.)
The isomorphism of p∗1Q0 with p∗2Q0 over an open neighborhood of ∆ can also
be described as follows. The flat connection ∇ on Q0 induces the flat connection
p∗1∇ ⊗ Id+ Id⊗ p∗1∇∗ on p∗1Q0 ⊗ p∗2Q∗0. The identity automorphism of Q0 gives a flat
section of p∗1Q0 ⊗ p∗2Q∗0 over ∆. Now using the flat connection on p∗1Q0 ⊗ p∗2Q∗0, this
flat section over ∆ has a canonical extension to any contractible neighborhood of ∆. This
extension is determined by the condition that it is flat with respect to the connection on
p∗1Q0 ⊗ p∗2Q∗0.
For any i  1, let
Φi ∈H 0
(
i∆,p∗1Q0 ⊗ p∗2Q∗0
) (5.3)
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be the restriction to i∆ of the isomorphism p∗1Q0 with p∗2Q0. As it was noted above, the
section Φ2 over 2∆ coincides with the section corresponding to the connection ∇ (by the
correspondence in Section 2).
Consider the line bundle L1 over X × X defined in (5.2). Note that the restriction
of L1 to ∆ is naturally identified with the trivial line bundle (follows immediately from
the Poincaré adjunction formula). The line bundle L1 admits a trivialization over any i∆
[4, p. 688, Theorem 2.2]. Let s be a section of L1 over (n+ 1)∆ giving a trivialization and
having the further property that the restriction of s to ∆ is the constant function 1 (using
the identification with the trivial line bundle over ∆).
So, Φn+1 ⊗ s is a section over (n+ 1)∆ of the vector bundle
p∗1
(
K⊗nX ⊗Q
)⊗ p∗2(KX ⊗Q∗)⊗OZ((n+ 1)∆),
whereΦn+1 is defined in (5.3). Now, using the isomorphismK in (5.1) the sectionΦn+1⊗s
gives a differential operator
D ∈H 0(X,DiffnX(Q,K⊗nX ⊗Q))
with σ(D)= IdQ. Indeed, as Φ1 is the identity automorphism of Q0 and the restriction of s
to ∆ is the constant function 1, it follows immediately that σ(D) = IdQ. This completes
the proof of the theorem. ✷
If Q is a holomorphic vector bundle over X such that Q0 := Q ⊗ L⊗(n−1) admits
a holomorphic connection, then using Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 5.1 it follows that
the jet bundle J n−1(Q) admits a coupled connection. Conversely, if (F,∇) is a coupled
connection on a holomorphic vector bundle E, then F ⊗ (L⊗(n−1))∗ admits a holomorphic
connection.
Using the isomorphism in (5.1), the exterior derivative
d :OX →KX
(which is a first order differential operator) gives an element
κd ∈H 0
(
2∆,p∗1KX ⊗ p∗2KX ⊗OZ(2∆)
)
.
For any holomorphic connection
D′ ∈ Γ (2∆,(E E∗)|2∆)
on E as in (2.11), using the isomorphism in (5.1) the tensor product
D′ ⊗ κd ∈H 0
(
2∆,p∗1(KX ⊗E)⊗ p∗2(KX ⊗E∗)⊗OZ(2∆)
)
gives a differential operator
D ∈H 0(X,Diff1X(E,KX ⊗E))
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with σ(D)= IdE . In other words, D is a holomorphic connection on E. This immediately
gives an equivalence between the two definitions of a holomorphic connection given in
Section 2.
6. Parameter space for all coupled connections
Let X be a compact connected Riemann surface.
Let BX(r,n) denote the space of all equivalence classes of pairs of the form (E,D),
where E is a holomorphic vector bundle of rank r over X and
D ∈H 0(X,DiffnX(E,K⊗nX ⊗E))
with σ(D)= IdE . (The notion of equivalence is described in Definition 4.3.)
LetAX(r,n) denote the space of all equivalence classes of triples of the form (E,F,∇),
where E is holomorphic vector bundle over X of rank (n − 1)r , ∇ a holomorphic
connection on E, and F ⊂ E a subbundle of rank r such that (F,∇) is a coupled
connection. (The notion of equivalence is described in Definition 4.4.)
In Proposition 4.5 it was shown that for each n  2, the two spaces AX(r,n) and
BX(r,n) are in bijective correspondence.
In this section we will describe the space BX(r,n) more explicitly. For that purpose we
need to recall the notion of a projective structure on a Riemann surface.
A Möbius transformation is an automorphism of CP1, that is, a function of the form
z → (az+ b)/(cz+ d), where a, b, c, d ∈C are constants with ad − bc= 1. A projective
structure on X is defined by giving a covering of X by holomorphic coordinate charts
{Ui,φi}i∈I , where
φi :Ui →CP1
is a biholomorphism onto the image and
⋃
i∈I Ui = X, such that each transition function
φj ◦ φ−1i coincides with the restriction of some Möbius transformation to φi(Ui ∩ Uj).
Two such coverings {Ui,φi}i∈I and {Uj,φj }j∈J are called equivalent if the coordinate
covering {Ui,φi}i∈I∪J obtained by taking their union also satisfies the above condition
that all the transition functions are Möbius transformations. A projective structure on X is
an equivalence class of such coverings. See [5] for the details.
The space of all projective structures on X is nonempty. It is in fact an affine space for
H 0(X,K⊗2X ) [5].
Fix a theta characteristic L on X. Consider the line bundle L1 over X × X defined
in (5.2) that depends on an integer n. Giving a projective structure on X is equivalent to
giving a trivialization of the line bundle L1 over 3∆ (for some n 0) that restricts to the
canonical trivialization of L1 over 2∆. See [4, p. 688, Theorem 2.2] for the details.
Using the isomorphism K in (5.1), such a trivialization of
L1 = p∗1L⊗3 ⊗ p∗2L⊗3 ⊗OZ(3∆)
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(so n= 2) over 3∆ gives a differential operator
D ∈H 0(X,Diff2X(L∗,L⊗3))
with σ(D)= 1. From this observation it follows that giving a projective structure on X is
equivalent to giving a differential operator
D ∈H 0(X,Diff2X(L∗,L⊗3))
with σ(D) = 1. Using Proposition 4.5 it follows that giving a projective structure on X
is equivalent to giving a holomorphic connection on the rank two vector bundle J 1(L∗).
From Lemma 4.6 it follows that any connection on J 1(L∗) gives a coupled connection
provided genus(X) = 1.
For any holomorphic vector bundle E over X of rank r , let
ad(E)⊂ End(E)
be the subbundle of rank r2 − 1 defined by the trace zero endomorphisms. For any integer
k  3, let VE(k) denote the direct sum
VE(k) := H 0
(
X,KX ⊗ End(E)
)⊕H 0(X,K⊗2X ⊗ ad(E))
⊕
k⊕
i=3
H 0
(
X,K⊗iX ⊗ End(E)
)
, (6.1)
and set VE(2) :=H 0(X,KX ⊗ End(E))⊕H 0(X,K⊗2X ⊗ ad(E)).
Let (E1,∇1) and (E2,∇2) be two holomorphic vector bundles over X equipped
with holomorphic connections. They are called equivalent if there is a holomorphic
isomorphism of E1 with E2 that takes ∇1 to ∇2.
For any n 2, let CX(r,n) denote the space of all quadruples of the form (E,∇,p, v),
where (E,∇) is an equivalence class of vector bundles of rank r with holomorphic
connection, p a projective structure on X and
v ∈ VE(n)
with VE(n) defined in (6.1).
Theorem 6.1. The two space CX(r,n) and BX(r,n) are canonically bijective.
Proof. Take any differential operator
D ∈H 0(X,DiffnX(E,K⊗nX ⊗E)) ∈ BX(r,n).
So, σ(D)= IdE . Set
E0 :=E ⊗L⊗(n−1), (6.2)
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where L, as before, is the theta characteristic that has been fixed. We saw in the proof of
Theorem 5.1 that the differential operator D induces a holomorphic connection on E0. Let
∇ denote the holomorphic connection on E0 obtained from D.
Let
fD :J
n(E)→K⊗nX ⊗E
be the homomorphism corresponding to D (obtained from the definition (2.5)). Using ∇
and (4.7) we have an isomorphism
J n(E)∼=E0 ⊗ J n
((L⊗(n−1))∗).
Therefore, fD gives a homomorphism of vector bundles
ψD :E0 ⊗ J n
((L⊗(n−1))∗)→K⊗nX ⊗E.
By the definition (2.5) and (6.2)
ψD ∈H 0
(
X,DiffnX
((L⊗(n−1))∗,L⊗(n+1))⊗ End(E0)). (6.3)
Now, consider the homomorphism of vector bundles
tr : End(E0)→OX
defined by T → trace(T )/r , where r = rank(E0). Define:
Id⊗ tr : DiffnX
((L⊗(n−1))∗,L⊗(n+1))⊗ End(E0)→ DiffnX((L⊗(n−1))∗,L⊗(n+1))
and set
D0 := (Id⊗ tr)(ψD) ∈H 0
(
X,DiffnX
((L⊗(n−1))∗,L⊗(n+1)))
with ψD as in (6.3). Since σ(D)= IdE , it follows immediately that σ(D0)= 1.
Since σ(D0) = 1 and n  2, the differential operator D0 gives a projective structure
on X. To describe this projective structure given by D0, let
s ∈H 0((n+ 1)∆,p∗L⊗(n+1)1 ⊗ p∗L⊗(n+1)2 ⊗OX×X((n+ 1)∆))
be the section corresponding to D0 obtained using the isomorphismK constructed in (5.1).
Let
f :X×X→X×X
be the involution defined by (x, y) → (y, x). Restricting the section s ⊗ f ∗s to 3∆ we get
a section of the line bundle
p∗L⊗2(n+1)1 ⊗ p∗L⊗2(n+1)2 ⊗OX×X
(
2(n+ 1)∆)
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over 3∆ whose restriction to 2∆ coincides with the canonical trivialization. Therefore,
∗s ⊗ f s defines a projective structure on X [4].
The projective structure on X constructed this way from D will be denoted by p(D).
Given any open subset U of X, restricting this projective structure p(D) to U we get a
projective structure on U . This projective structure on U will also be denoted by p(D).
Using the projective structure p(D) onX, the vector bundle DiffnX((L⊗(n−1))∗,L⊗(n+1))
decomposes as
DiffnX
((L⊗(n−1))∗,L⊗(n+1))∼= n⊕
j=0
K
⊗j
X (6.4)
[2, p. 20, Corollary 6.6]. Note that although the Corollary 6.6 of [2] is stated only for
a compact Riemann surface, it is valid for any Riemann surface, as the Theorem 6.3
of [2, p. 19] is proved (and stated) for any Riemann surface equipped with a projective
structure.
Using the above isomorphism,
ψD ∈
n⊕
j=0
H 0
(
X,K
⊗j
X ⊗ End(E0)
)∼= n⊕
j=0
H 0
(
X,K
⊗j
X ⊗ End(E)
)
,
where ψD is constructed in (6.3). The component of ψD in H 0(X,K⊗jX ⊗ End(E0)) will
be denoted by ψjD . So,
ψD =
n∑
j=0
ψ
j
D.
The condition that σ(D) = IdE translates into the condition that ψ0D is the identity
automorphism of E0.
Let v(D) ∈ VE0(n) be the projection of ψD . So
v(D)=ψ1D +ψ1D +
n∑
j=3
ψ
j
D,
where ψ1D ∈ H 0(X,K⊗2X ⊗ ad(E0)) is the projection of ψ1D ∈ H 0(X,K⊗2X ⊗ End(E0))
defined using the obvious projection of End(E0) to ad(E0).
Let
F :BX(r,n)→ CX(r,n) (6.5)
be the map that sends any differential operator D ∈ BX(r,n) to(
E0,∇,p(D), v(D)
) ∈ CX(r,n)
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constructed above from D. From the construction of the map F it is immediate that F is
injective. We will show that F is also surjective.
To construct the inverse of F in (6.5), take any point:
(E,∇,p, v) ∈ CX(r,n).
We saw in the proof of Theorem 5.1 that a holomorphic connection on E gives an
isomorphism of p∗1E with p∗2E over an analytic neighborhood of the diagonal∆ in X×X.
Let
s(∇) ∈H 0((n+ 1)∆,p∗1E ⊗ p∗2E∗)
be the section over (n+ 1)∆ obtained by restricting this isomorphism. So s(∇) is Φn+1
in (5.3).
On the other hand, the projective structure p gives a section
s(p) ∈H 0((n+ 1)∆,p∗1L⊗(n+1) ⊗ p∗2L⊗(n+1) ⊗OX×X((n+ 1)∆))
over (n+1)∆ [4, p. 688, Theorem 2.2]. Therefore, s(∇)⊗s(p) gives a differential operator
D(∇,p) ∈H 0(X,DiffnX(E′,K⊗nX ⊗E′))=H 0((n+ 1)∆,F(E′,K⊗nX ⊗E′;n)) (6.6)
using the isomorphism K in (5.1), where E′ := E ⊗ (L⊗(n−1))∗. Since the restriction of
s(∇) ⊗ s(p) to ∆ is the identity automorphism of E, the symbol σ(D(∇,p)) coincides
with the identity automorphism of E′.
Using the connection ∇ on E we have an isomorphism
J k
((L⊗(n−1))∗ ⊗E)∼= (J k(L⊗(n−1))∗)⊗E (6.7)
for any k  0 (see (4.7)). Consequently,
DiffkX
((L⊗(n−1))∗ ⊗E,L⊗(n+1) ⊗E)∼= DiffkX((L⊗(n−1))∗,L⊗(n+1))⊗ End(E).
Therefore, using the isomorphism in (6.4) corresponding to the given projective structure
p on X, the element
v ∈ VE(n)
gives a differential operator
D(v) ∈H 0(X,Diffn−1X ((L⊗(n−1))∗ ⊗E,L⊗(n+1) ⊗E)).
Since v does not have a nonzero component in H 0(X,End(E)), the degree of the
differential operator is at most n− 1.
Using the isomorphism in (6.7) and the definition of E′ we have:
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H 0
(
X,Diffn−1X
((L⊗(n−1))∗ ⊗E,L⊗(n+1) ⊗E))∼=H 0(X,Diffn−1X (E′,K⊗nX ⊗E′)).
Let D(v)′ ∈ H 0(X,Diffn−1X (E′,K⊗nX ⊗ E′)) be the differential operator given by D(v)
using this isomorphism.
Finally define:
D(∇,p, v) :=D(∇,p)+D(v)′ ∈H 0(X,DiffnX(E′,K⊗nX ⊗E′)),
where D(∇,p) is constructed in (6.6).
The map
CX(r,n)→ BX(r,n)
that sends a point (E,∇,p, v) ∈ CX(r,n) to D(∇,p, v) ∈ BX(r,n) is the inverse of the
map F constructed in (6.5). That this map is the inverse of F is a straight-forward
consequence of its construction and that of F . This completes the proof of the theorem. ✷
In the next section we will describe involutions on the spaces AX(r,n), BX(r,n) and
CX(r,n) that are compatible with the identifications between them.
7. Compatible involutions
Take any
D ∈H 0(X,DiffnX(E,K⊗nX ⊗E)) ∈ BX(r,n).
Set E0 :=E ⊗L⊗(n−1). Using the isomorphism K in (5.1), we have:
H 0
(
X,DiffnX
(
E,K⊗nX ⊗E
))
∼=H 0((n+ 1)∆,p∗1(L⊗(n+1) ⊗E0)⊗ p∗2(L⊗(n+1) ⊗E∗0)⊗OX×X((n+ 1)∆)).
Now, let
ζ :X×X→X×X (7.1)
be the involution defined by (x, y) → (y, x).
If
s(D) ∈H 0((n+ 1)∆,p∗1(L⊗(n+1) ⊗E0)⊗ p∗2(L⊗(n+1) ⊗E∗0)⊗OX×X((n+ 1)∆))
is the section corresponding to the operator D, then consider the pullback section
ζ ∗Es(D) ∈H 0
(
(n+ 1)∆,p∗1
(L⊗(n+1) ⊗E∗0)⊗ p∗2(L⊗(n+1) ⊗E0)⊗OX×X((n+ 1)∆)),
where ζ is defined in (7.1). Since
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H 0
(
(n+ 1)∆,p∗1
(L⊗(n+1) ⊗E∗0)⊗ p∗2(L⊗(n+1) ⊗E0)⊗OX×X((n+ 1)∆))
∼=H 0(X,DiffnX(E∗,K⊗nX ⊗E∗))
(the isomorphism constructed in (5.1)), the section ζ ∗Es(D) defines a differential operator
D′ ∈H 0(X,DiffnX(E∗,K⊗nX ⊗E∗)) ∈ BX(r,n).
Clearly the symbol of D′ coincides with the symbol of D by using the isomorphism
End(E) ∼= End(E∗). If we replace D by D′ in the above construction, then the resulting
differential operator coincides with D (as ζ is an involution).
Therefore, we have constructed an involution of BX(r,n) that sends any D to the
differential operator D′ constructed above.
This involution can also be directly described. Let α and β be holomorphic sections ofE
and E∗ respectively over some analytic open subset U of X. The differential operator D′
constructed above from D is uniquely determined by the identity〈
D(α),β
〉= 〈α,D′(β)〉 ∈H 0(U,K⊗nX ∣∣U )
for all α and β , where 〈−,−〉 is the contraction of E with E∗. Note that from the above
identity it follows immediately that the self-map of BX(r,n) defined by D → D′ is an
involution.
To construct the involution on AX(r,n) we will first recall a property of the second
fundamental form.
Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle over X equipped with a holomorphic connection
∇ and F a holomorphic subbundle of E. So we have the second fundamental form
S(F,∇) ∈H 0(X,KX ⊗Hom(F,E/F)).
as in (2.12). Let ∇∗ denote the connection on the dual vector bundle E∗ induced by ∇ .
Consider the subbundle F ′ := (E/F)∗ ⊂E∗. The second fundamental form
S(F ′,∇∗) ∈H 0(X,KX ⊗Hom(F ′,E∗/F ′))
coincides with S(F,∇) using the obvious identification
Hom(F,E/F)∼= Hom(F ′,E∗/F ′).
Note that,
Hom(F,E/F)∼= F ∗ ⊗ (E/F)∼= Hom(F ′,E∗/F ′).
Let (F,∇) be a coupled connection on a vector bundle E. Let
F0 := 0⊂ F1 := F  F2  F3  · · · Fn−1  Fn =E
be the corresponding filtration as in (2.13).
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Consider the vector bundle E∗ equipped with the connection ∇∗ induced by ∇ . From
the above observation on the second fundamental form it follows immediately that the
pair ((E/Fn−1)∗,∇∗) is a coupled connection on E∗. Since the connection on (E∗)∗ ∼= E
induced by ∇∗ coincides with ∇ , it follows immediately that if we replace the coupled
connection (F,∇) by ((E/Fn−1)∗,∇∗) in the above construction, then the resulting
coupled connection coincides with (F,∇).
Consequently, we have an involution of AX(r,n) that sends any coupled connection
(F,∇) on E to the coupled connection ((E/Fn−1)∗,∇∗) on E∗.
Consider the filtration (2.13) of E for the coupled connection (F,∇) on E. The
filtration of E∗ induced by this filtration of E coincides with the filtration for the coupled
connection ((E/Fn−1)∗,∇∗) onE∗. In other words, if {Fi}ni=1 (respectively, {F ′i }ni=1) is the
filtration of E (respectively, E∗) constructed in (2.13) for the subbundle F (respectively,
(E/Fn−1)∗) for the connection ∇ (respectively, ∇∗) on E (respectively, E∗), then
F ′i = (E/Fn−i )∗.
The identification of AX(r,n) with BX(r,n) constructed in Proposition 4.5 takes this
involution of AX(r,n) to the involution of BX(r,n) constructed earlier.
To construct the involution of CX(r,n), take any point:
(E,∇,p, v) ∈ CX(r,n).
Recall that
v ∈H 0(X,KX ⊗ End(E))⊕H 0(X,K⊗2X ⊗ ad(E))⊕ n⊕
i=3
H 0
(
X,K⊗iX ⊗ End(E)
)
.
As in the proof of Theorem 6.1, the component of v in H 0(X,K⊗jX ⊗ End(E)) will be
denoted by vj .
Using the isomorphisms ad(E)∼= ad(E∗) and End(E)∼= End(E∗) we have:
vˆ ∈H 0(X,KX ⊗ End(E∗))⊕H 0(X,K⊗2X ⊗ ad(E∗))⊕ k⊕
i=3
H 0
(
X,K⊗iX ⊗ End(E∗)
)
defined by the condition
vˆj = (−1)j vj .
Let ∇∗ denote the holomorphic connection on E∗ induced by ∇ .
Now we have an involution of CX(r,n) that sends any (E,∇,p, v) to (E∗,∇∗,p, vˆ). By
the identification of CX(r,n) with BX(r,n) constructed in Theorem 6.1, this involution of
CX(r,n) is taken to the involution of BX(r,n) constructed earlier.
In the next section we will show that the space CX(r,n) parametrizes a certain class of
equivariant immersions of the universal cover of X into a Grassmannian.
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8. Equivariant immersions into a GrassmannianFix a pair of integers r  1 and n  2. Let V denote a complex vector space
of dimension nr . Let Gr := G(r,V ) be the Grassmannian of all r dimensional linear
subspaces of V . The tautological vector bundle of rank r over Gr will be denoted by F .
Let V denote the trivial vector bundle over Gr with fiber V . The quotient vector bundle
V /F over Gr will be denoted by Q.
Take a universal cover
π : X˜→X (8.1)
of the Riemann surface X. Let
γ : X˜→ Gr (8.2)
be a holomorphic map.
The holomorphic tangent bundle TGr is canonically identified with Hom(F ,Q).
Therefore, the differential dγ of the above map γ gives a homomorphism:
dγ :T X˜⊗ γ ∗F → γ ∗Q. (8.3)
Assume that the homomorphism of vector bundles dγ in (8.3) is fiberwise injective.
Therefore, the image of dγ is a subbundle of γ ∗Q of rank r .
Let Q2 denote the quotient vector bundle γ ∗Q/image(dγ ) over X˜. Since the
homomorphism dγ is injective, the rank of Q2 is (n− 2)r .
Therefore, for any point y ∈ X˜, the kernel of the composition homomorphism
V → (γ ∗Q)y → (Q2)y (8.4)
is a subspace of V of dimension 2r . Consequently, we have a holomorphic map
γ2 : X˜→G(2r,V )
to the Grassmannian of 2r-dimensional subspaces of V that sends any point y ∈ X˜ to the
kernel of the composition in (8.4).
Let F 2 denote the tautological vector bundle of rank 2r over G(2r,V ). Consider the
differential dγ2 of the map γ2 constructed above. From the description of the holomorphic
tangent bundle of G(2r,V ) it follows (just as in (8.3)) that dγ2 gives a homomorphism
dγ2 :T X˜⊗ γ ∗2 F 2 →
V
γ ∗2 F 2
, (8.5)
where V is the trivial vector bundle over X˜ with V as its fiber.
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Note that γ ∗F is a subbundle of γ ∗2 F 2. Let ι denote the inclusion map of γ ∗F in γ ∗2 F 2.
We have a commutative diagram of vector bundles
T X˜⊗ γ ∗F dγ
Id⊗ι
V/γ ∗F
T X˜⊗ γ ∗2 F 2
dγ2 V/γ ∗2 F 2
(8.6)
over X˜, where dγ and dγ2 are defined in (8.5) and (8.3), and the right-hand side vertical
map is induced by ι. Since
dγ
(
T X˜⊗ γ ∗F )⊂ γ ∗2 F 2/γ ∗F,
from the diagram (8.6) we have a homomorphism of vector bundles
d ′γ2 :T X˜⊗ γ
∗
2 F 2
γ ∗F
→ V
γ ∗2 F 2
(8.7)
over X˜.
If n 3, then assume that the homomorphism of vector bundles d ′γ2 in (8.7) is fiberwise
injective. In other words, the image of d ′γ2 is a subbundle of V/γ ∗F 2 of rank r .
Consequently, we have a holomorphic map
γ3 : X˜→G(3r,V )
to the Grassmannian of 3r dimensional subspaces of V that sends any point y ∈ X˜ to the
kernel of the composition
V → (V/γ ∗F 2)y → (V/γ ∗F 2)y/image
(
d ′γ2(y)
)
,
where d ′γ2 is constructed in (8.7).
We can now inductively iterate this construction (together with the assumption on the
homomorphisms being fiberwise injective) and get a filtration
F1 := γ ∗F ⊂ F2 := γ ∗2 F 2 ⊂ F3 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fn−1 ⊂ Fn := V (8.8)
of subbundles of the vector bundle V over X˜. So Fi is a subbundle of V of rank ir . The
details of this construction can be found in [7]. We will describe the above filtration (8.8)
using the second fundamental form.
The vector bundle V over X˜ being a trivialized bundle is equipped with a natural holo-
morphic connection. The homomorphism dγ defined in (8.3) is the second fundamental
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form for the subbundle γ ∗F of the flat vector bundle V . Indeed, this follows immediately
from the fact that the canonical isomorphism
TG(m,V )∼= Hom(F ,V ),
where F is the tautological bundle of rank m over the Grassmannian G(m,V ) and V is
the trivial vector bundle over G(m,V ) with fiber V , is induced by the second fundamental
form S(F ,∇V ) for the subbundle F ⊂ V for the connection ∇V on V induced by its
trivialization. The filtration of V constructed in (8.8) is simply the filtration constructed
in (2.13) for the subbundle γ ∗F of the flat vector bundle V . The iterated assumption in the
construction of (8.8) that the homomorphism
T X˜⊗ (Fi/Fi−1)→ Fi+1/Fi
is an isomorphism is equivalent to the assumption that each homomorphism Si ,
i ∈ [1, n− 1], constructed in (2.14) is an isomorphism.
Definition 8.1. A holomorphic map γ as in (8.2) will be called nondegenerate if
the iterated assumption holds in the construction of (8.8). In other words, each Si ,
i ∈ [1, n− 1], constructed in (2.14) for the subbundle γ ∗F of the trivial vector bundle
V is an isomorphism.
Note that if the map γ is nondegenerate, then the differential dγ in (8.3) vanishes
nowhere. This implies that any nondegenerate map is an immersion.
The group GL(V ) of linear automorphisms of V acts on Gr in an obvious way. The
actions factors through the projective group PGL(V ). In fact, the group of all holomorphic
automorphisms of Gr coincides with PGL(V ). Let
Γ ⊂ Aut(X˜ )
be the group of all deck transformations for the covering π in (8.1).
Definition 8.2. A holomorphic map γ from X˜ to Gr (as in (8.2)) will be called equivariant
if there exists a homomorphism of groups
ρ :Γ → GL(V )
such that the following diagram of maps is commutative
X˜× Γ
γ×ρ
Gr×GL(V )
X˜
γ
Gr,
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where the vertical arrows are the group actions (recall that Γ and GL(V ) act on X˜ and Gr,
respectively).
The map γ in the above definition will be called equivariant with respect to ρ.
Let γ : X˜→ Gr be an equivariant and nondegenerate map.
The action of GL(V ) on Gr clearly lifts to the vector bundle V preserving the
subbundleF . Note that the total space of V is Gr×V . The action on GL(V ) on the factor V
in the Cartesian product is the standard one. Therefore, the condition of equivariance on
the map γ implies that the two vector bundles
V = γ ∗V
and γ ∗F on X˜ descend to X. They descend as quotients by the action of Γ . In other words,
γ ∗F/Γ and V/Γ are vector bundles on X.
Let E denote the descend of γ ∗V . Let F be the subbundle of E which is the descend of
γ ∗F .
Since the trivial connection on V is preserved by the action of GL(V ) on V , the vector
bundle E is equipped with a flat connection. We will denote this connection ∇ . If γ is
equivariant with respect to the representation ρ, then the monodromy representation of the
connection on E is conjugate to ρ. The nondegeneracy condition of γ immediately implies
that the pair (∇,F ) is a coupled connection on E.
Conversely, given a vector bundle E of rank nr and a coupled connection (∇,F ) on it
with r = rank(F ), consider the vector bundle π∗E on X˜ equipped with the holomorphic
connection π∗∇ . Since X˜ is simply connected, any holomorphic connection on X˜ is trivial.
Fixing an isomorphism of a fiber of π∗E with the vector space V , the vector bundle π∗E
gets identified with V . Let
γ : X˜→ Gr
denote the holomorphic map that sends any point y ∈ X˜ to the subspace
(π∗F)y ⊂ (π∗E)y = V . Clearly γ is equivariant for the monodromy representation of
the connection ∇ . The condition on (∇,F ) that the homomorphism Si in (2.14) is an iso-
morphism for each i ∈ [1, n− 1] implies that the map γ is nondegenerate.
Another equivariant and nondegenerate map
δ : X˜→ Gr
will be called equivalent to γ if there is an automorphism T ∈ GL(V ) such that
(1) T ◦ γ = δ for the linear action of T on Gr;
(2) the vector bundle F over X to which γ ∗F descends to isomorphic to the vector bundle
over X to which δ∗F descends.
Let Fδ denote the vector bundle over X to which δ∗F (in the above definition) descends.
The first condition T ◦ γ = δ implies that F and Fδ are projectively isomorphic, that is,
there is a holomorphic line bundle L over X such that Fδ ∼= F ⊗L.
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Recall the spaces AX(r,n), BX(r,n) and CX(r,n) defined in Section 6. They all are
in bijective correspondence by Proposition 4.5 and Theorem 6.1. We saw above that the
space of all equivalence classes of equivariant, nondegenerate holomorphic maps of X˜
to Gr is identified with AX(r,n). Consequently, the following proposition follows from
Proposition 4.5 and Theorem 6.1.
Proposition 8.3. The space of all equivalence classes of equivariant nondegenerate maps
from X˜ to Gr is identified with CX(r,n).
In Section 7, we described involutions on AX(r,n), BX(r,n) and CX(r,n) that are
compatible with the identifications between them. We will describe the corresponding
involution on the space of all equivalence classes of equivariant and nondegenerate maps
from X˜ to Gr.
If
γ : X˜→ Gr
is an equivariant and nondegenerate map, then consider the filtration of the trivial vector
bundle V over X˜ constructed in (8.8). Let
(V/Fn−1)∗ ⊂ V∗
be the subbundle of the dual vector bundle. This subbundle defines a map
γˆ : X˜→G(r,V ∗)
that sends any point y ∈ X˜ to the subspace of V ∗ defined by ((V/Fn−1)∗)y . (The vector
bundle V∗ is trivial with fiber V ∗.)
It is straight-forward to check that the map γˆ is both equivariant and nondegenerate.
More precisely, if γ is equivariant with respect to the representation
ρ :Γ → GL(V ),
then γˆ is equivariant with respect to the dual representation
ρ∗ :Γ → GL(V ∗).
The filtration of V for γ constructed in (8.8) coincides with the dual filtration of the
filtration in (8.8) of V∗ for γˆ . In other words, if
F ′1 := γˆ ∗F ⊂ F ′2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ F ′n−1 ⊂ F ′n := V∗
is the filtration in (8.8) for γˆ , then F ′i ∼= (V/Fn−i )∗.
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